Drayton diverter valve wiring diagram

Drayton 3 Port Valve Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified enjoyable pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the aptitude and signal contacts in the midst of the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives counsel nearly the relative outlook and accord of devices and terminals upon the
devices, to put up to in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would behave more
detail of the bodily appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to
play up interconnections over monster appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to make certain that all the links have been made and that
everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams comport yourself the approximate
locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical facilities in a
building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular
receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use up to standard
symbols for wiring devices, usually vary from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical
symbols not unaided be in where something is to be installed, but afterward what type of device
is creature installed. For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling lighthearted has a every other symbol, and a surface fluorescent light has
option symbol. Each type of switch has a stand-in symbol and consequently realize the various
outlets. There are symbols that play-act the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime,
and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority
to accept association of the residence to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams
will plus complement panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for
special facilities such as ember alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary special
services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. This scheme uses a 3 port mid position valve. In the
past this was by far the most common setup, as it only requires one valve. It can still be fitted
today, however is not suitable for systems with more than one heating zone. The valve itself has
three plumbing connections - in, out A and out B. Regardless of other settings, at least one of
the outlets is always open, so it is always possible for water to flow through the valve. Outlet A
is normally connected to the central heating, with B used for hot water. With no power applied,
the spring holds the valve in position B, so water only flows to the hot water cylinder. The motor
will move the valve to the mid position AB, so both heating and hot water are selected. Internal
switches and other components ensure the motor is held at this mid point. Here the motor will
move to position A heating only. When it gets there, an internal switch connects white and
orange together, and this output is used to activate the boiler. This results in a noticeable delay
when switching on heating only, as the motor has to move the valve from B to A. This takes
several seconds. This video covers the wiring and electrical operation of a Y plan system.
Wiring diagrams and further information continues below. View on Youtube. This diagram
shows the wiring layout using the most typical components. Here, coloured wires indicate the
permanent mains supply to the boiler and programmer. The three additional coloured valve
wires are also shown white, grey and orange. Other wires are shown in pale grey. Some or all of
these will be live depending on which modes are selected - these are highlighted brown in the
other diagrams below. These diagrams show a modern boiler where the boiler requires mains
power all the time, with a separate wire used to activate the boiler and the pump connected
directly to the boiler. Older systems simply have the boiler and pump connected to SL 8 in the
wiring centre , with only N and E permanently connected. The room thermostat is shown with a
neutral connection. However a 2 wire thermostat can be used which does not require a neutral.
Power starts at terminal 3 HW On in the programmer. This passes via the wiring centre terminal
6 to the cylinder thermostat. If heat is required, power continues to terminal 8 in the wiring
centre, and on to the boiler and pump. The valve is not powered at all, and the spring holds it in

position B, so water from the boiler only flows to the hot water cylinder. Note that although the
orange valve wire is connected to power, this does nothing, as orange is only connected via an
internal switch when the valve is in position A. Here, power is also applied to programmer
terminal 4, which connects via wiring centre terminal 4 to the room thermostat. If heat is
required, power continues to terminal 5 in the wiring centre, and therefore to the white valve
wire. This causes the valve motor to move to the mid position, and water from the boiler flows
to both the hot water cylinder and the radiators. As with hot water only, the orange valve wire is
connected to power via the wiring centre terminal 8, but orange is still not connected to
anything inside the valve. The only addition to acheive heating only is terminal 1 HW Off of the
programmer being connected to power. As programmer terminal 1 has power, so does wiring
centre terminal 7 which is connected to the valve grey wire. The white wire already has power
via the room thermostat, and as power is applied to both grey and white, the valve moves to
position A. This is where the orange wire is required - when at A, orange is internally connected
to white, and terminal 8 in the wiring centre receives power, activating the boiler and pump. As a
consequence of this, power also returns via the cylinder thermostat to the programnmer 'HW
On' terminal. However this does not change anything. The same result is acheived if the hot
water cylinder is fully heated - the cylinder thermostat provides the 'HW Off' signal by
connecting C and 2 together. Due to several seconds being required for the valve to move from
B to A, there is a delay between selecting heating at the programmer and the boiler starting. As
correct operation relies on the valve internals functioning properly, valve failure will result in
some non-obvious situations. If the switch in the valve fails, the orange wire will never be
connected to power. This results in heating only not working at all, yet the system works fine
with water only or heating and water. If the valve motor fails, the valve will remain at position B
and hot water will never reach the radiators. Usually this shows up in the summer when hot
water only is required. Caused by either the valve sticking in the mid position, or the lever on
the side being in the 'manual' position. On most valves, the actuator head containing the
switches and motor can be replaced as a separate unit without draining the system. On some,
the internal motor can be replaced, although it is often easier to change the whole head. If the
valve itself sticks or fails, the solution is either to replace the entire thing, or on some makes the
internal valve ball and spring can be replaced. These systems contain a wireless controller with
a wired receiver unit. The receiver unit replaces the existing programmer. The wireless
controller contains a room thermostat and is used to control both the heating and hot water, so
any existing wired room thermostat must be removed. Wiring is essentially the same as a
standard Y plan, with the room thermostat removed and the controller unit replacing the
programmer. Hot water thermostat, valve, boiler and pump are unchanged. Y plan This scheme
uses a 3 port mid position valve. Blue, Neutral - internally connected to the neutral side of the
motor. White, Live in 1 - Activates the motor inside the valve to select either AB both or A
heating Grey, Live in 2 - Used with the White wire to select outlet A only heating Orange, Live
Out - this is used to switch the boiler on when the valve is at position A. No power With no
power applied, the spring holds the valve in position B, so water only flows to the hot water
cylinder. Power on White only The motor will move the valve to the mid position AB, so both
heating and hot water are selected. Power on White and Grey Here the motor will move to
position A heating only. Overview Video This video covers the wiring and electrical operation of
a Y plan system. System Wiring This diagram shows the wiring layout using the most typical
components. Operation - Hot water and central heating Here, power is also applied to
programmer terminal 4, which connects via wiring centre terminal 4 to the room thermostat.
Operation - Heating only The only addition to acheive heating only is terminal 1 HW Off of the
programmer being connected to power. Possible problems As correct operation relies on the
valve internals functioning properly, valve failure will result in some non-obvious situations.
Heating only does not work If the switch in the valve fails, the orange wire will never be
connected to power. Radiators never heat up, regardless of other settings. Radiators and hot
water always work together Usually this shows up in the summer when hot water only is
required. Hive and other similar 'all in one' systems These systems contain a wireless controller
with a wired receiver unit. Manuals for drayton bgmvsp to download for viewing them online or
printout as PDF. Manuals Online. Welcome To Drayton. Drayton is one of the UKs leading
heating control brands and part of Schneider Electric, a global technology group focussed on
helping Drayton Mid-Position Valve Actuator â€¦. Order online at Screwfix. Manual lever and
valve position indicator. Simple industry standard wiring. Conforms to EN FREE next day
delivery Motorised Valves - Drayton Controls. Motorised Valves. Used primarily in larger
properties for zoning, Drayton's 2 port, diverter and mid-position valves are available in 22mm
and 28mm. ACL Drayton and Invensys motorised â€¦. ACL, Drayton and Invensys motorised
valve actuators - photos and problems. As an adjunct to the extensive examples of failed Sunvic

actuators shown on this Drayton Zone Replacement Valve â€¦. Rated 5 out of 5 by Pilks from
Drayton Zone Actuator Valve Have only just installed the unit and have not yet wired it into the
Drayton 22mm 3 Prt Mid Pos Vlv â€¦. We supply trade quality DIY and home improvement
products at great low prices. Plumbing Valves Plumbing Parts Plumb â€¦. Our extensive
selection includes Motorised Valves â€” Replacing actuator or â€¦. Motorised Valves â€”
Replacing actuator or valve. There are several types of motorised valve that you may come
across which are used to control the flow of Hanbay Electric Actuators. Hanbay Inc. Call us at 1
to discuss your valve automation needs. Port valve diagnosis and repair - YouTube. Related
searches drayton bgmvsp drayton bgmvsp instructions british gas bgmvsp drayton mid
position actuator bgmvsp Which manuals are you looking for? PDFs only. If you need to find a
tradesperson to get your job done, please try our local search below, or if you are doing it
yourself you can find suppliers local to you. Log in or Sign up. DIYnot Forums. It's usually the
CH that gives problems with 3 port valves, because the valve does not move across to the
correct position or if it does the micro switch contacts don't make and stops power coming out
through the orange wire. The micro switches have no bearing on operating for Hot Water. If CH
has not been switched on, the quadrant which turns the valve is spring loaded and will return to
the HW position. The lever is there for a special purpose, nothing to do with the boilers
operation. When the system needs filling, both ports need to be open so the lever is used power
is off to turn the quadrant. There will be resistance due to the return spring and the motor. The
lever is put on a latch manual and later put back to 'auto'. If the quadrant is at mid position, then
the lever will be floppy. Perhaps you should be more specific regarding the problem you're
having with 'hot water'. If the boiler does not light when HW is selected, then you need to be
looking at the cylinder stat. The CH works perfectly, and if say the CH was off, and you then
turned on the HW via the programmer, you would hear a noise, suggesting that the system is
responding. After researching on web and reading many posts on here, I see that some levers
can be moved? I would like to clarify this. So the black horizontal indicator level that points to
W,M,H - can that be moved manually, whenever? My draft plan tell if wrong , is to find a way of
alternating the position of the valve, to move it from side to side a few times to try and nudge
away any possible limescale etc. Basically, want to try everything I possibly can to fix the
problem before going onto replacing the whole thing altogether, as I hear you cannot replace
the head only for this valve model. You have to understand first that that the motor only turns
about 2 revolutions from HW position to get to mid position and then another 2 revolutions to
get from mid position to CH position where it comes up against a stop. So the motor no longer
turns but it is energised to keep it there. When power is removed from the motor a return spring
unwinds the motor back through mid position and back to HW position. Assuming there is
power from the room stat to the white wire of the motor, it should drive the motor over the first
half. If it does not then either the motor is at fault or the valve spindle is stuck or too stiff. To get
CH only two functions are needed. When HW is involved the boiler gets it's power from the
cylinder stat. Of course as soon as HW becomes satisfied then the power through the cylinder
stat stops, the valve moves to CH if it can and power is restored through the micro switch. Also
note to be careful if delving into the actuator head. Unless you remove the power totally. Thanks
x 1. The rest position with no power applied is W HW and if your valve is at H CH with no power
applied then it must be stuck there. This could be the valve spindle stuck and spring not strong
enough to move it back. With valve stuck at H CH the lever will be loose and will have no effect.
Sounds like the whole valve needs replacing if you can't remove the head. Joined: 3 Sep
Country:. Select the supplier or trade you require, enter your location to begin your search.
Please select a service and enter a location to continue You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Related Threads. Replacing the central heating system or not? Replies:
3 Views: Replies: 22 Views: Replacing combi boiler central heating pump - fair cost fyj , 17 Nov ,
in forum: Plumbing and Central Heating. Replies: 20 Views: Replies: 7 Views: Central Heating replacing one modern rad with two cast iron ikearns , 25 Oct , in forum: Plumbing and Central
Heating. Replies: 2 Views: Madrab 26 Oct Replies: 29 Views: 3, Replies: 4 Views: 1, Crawf 1 Feb
Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Plumbers'
Talk ' started by Wormholes , Jan 2, Log in or Sign up. Screwfix Community Forum. Tags:
heating hot water issues three valve way. Hi So i recently noticed that my radiators were coming
on whenever i put just the hot water on. I heard it was likely my 3 way valve so i checked it and
realised it was stuck in the Heating position. I ordered a new valve and actuator and it arrived
today and have replaced it. I put on the hot water to check if it had sorted the issue but the
radiators are still coming on, and the valve is in the Mid position. I've read in the manual about
the manual switch but when i try and move it nothing happens. Shouldn't the valve be in the
Water position if i want just hot water? Wormholes , Jan 2, Jimbo , Jan 2, I did think that too,

however I didn't have this issue when i first moved in. I also have installed a Hive system
recently, i thought that this might be the issue but i wired back in the old Room stat just to
check and still had the same issue. Although i have not tried wiring in the old controls, would
this be likely to make a difference? It does sound like a wiring issue provided the Hive is
working as it should and has been set up correctly. If nothing else had been touched, then it
would indeed be strange and obviously not really possible for the wiring to have changed, but
then you went and spoilt it all by mentioning you'd fitted a Hive Allsorts , Jan 2, The only reason
why I suspected that it would be the old room stat is when I removed it, I put the old wires in a
choc block. When I did this however the new wireless stat could not call the boiler to switch the
CH on. I asked around and was told to link the Live and the Call wires together in the choc bloc,
and this fixed it. I will try wiring in the old controls AND the room stat at the same time. What
make and model of valve did you buy and also replace. Did you replace the complete valve.
Mike83 , Jan 2, Sometimes the lever is pushed into manual position and needs pulled out. That
lever seems to be stuck. Even if I take the actuator off. But when I turn the power off it frees up.
So with the heating and water turned off does the lever remain stuck or free up. Not with the
mains off. Keep the mains on and turn the heating and hot water off on the hive. It's likely not so
much 'stuck' as held there intentionally by the synchro motor - it thinks it's doing the right
thing. Since you swapped the 3-port vale and it does exactly the same thing, I think the best
conclusion is a wiring error with your Hive. Or a setting-up issue - does it have options in its
'settings' for S and Y plans, or even - lawd help us - gravity DHW? Did you have to change the
old programmer's wiring backplate? How certain are you of the correct positions of the old
wiring? Or, if you have time tomoz or whenever, you could try what you suggested "I will try
wiring in the old controls AND the room stat at the same time". Bets on the outcome?! I'm
putting 50 big ones on the symptoms persisting pence. Mike83 , Jan 3, Allsorts likes this. You
must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name
or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? Check stock in your local store. More Info. Instruction
Manual. Screwfix Gift Cards a perfect gift. As an essential retailer, our stores remain open
across the UK. Share this page in your favourite social networks. Facebook Twitter Pinterest
Email. Add to basket for Add to saved list Rated 5 out of 5 by Dunkers from Simple swap out I
purchased this to replace an existing unit that had failed after an estimated years. A straight
swap and everything appears to be fine. The item appears to be solid and well built. Date
published: Rated 5 out of 5 by PhilTheSparks from Mid 3 port valve. I bought this drayton mid 3
port valve to replace a 14 year old one the same! So can't be bad if the last one lasted for that
long! Rated 4 out of 5 by thisisnonsense from Drayton Mid position valve The actuator on my
existing valve failed, but it was cheaper to buy a complete assembly, so I just swapped the
heads. The head literally unclips with the push of a button and just pushes back on. Including
the wiring of the actuator, the job took no more than 10 minutes. Great item and easy to use,
Date published: It fit perfectly and the wiring uses all the same colour codes. The quality of this
unit helped a lot. No, this will only fit a Drayton model. Answered by: Martin, Technical Support.
If I switch the hot water on first and then call for the heating a couple minutes later I do not get
this vibrating issue? Yes there might be a vibrating noise as in the heating mode the motor is
energised, in the water mode it is relaxed de energised. Actuator, Valve or Programmer? If
heating is ON even if not running hot water will not start. If turn heating OFF hot water will start.
Can put heating back ON and hot water continues to heat up. Is this a problem with the
Actuator, the three way Valve or the Programmer. Take the 'pop' off actuator off the valve body
and try and turn the spindle on top of the body with your finger and thumb it should move easily
turning left and right about 10 degrees each way. If it is stiff and you need to use a spanner then
you need to replace the body. To check the actuator and programmer you would need to do
voltage testing to confirm which is at fault. In event of failure can synchro motor be replaced
without draining system. Yes the motor can be replaced without draining the system. Check
stock in your local store. Manual position for comissioning. Valve position indicator. SPDT
switch type and changeover contact. Simple industry standard wiring. More Info. Screwfix Gift
Cards a perfect gift. As an essential retailer, our stores remain open across the UK. Share this
page in your favourite social networks. Facebook Twitter Pinterest Email. Add to basket for Add
to saved list Rated 5 out of 5 by BeckfordBoy from Drayton Zone Valve Replacement Very easy
to order on line and also to collect from my local store. Simple to remove the old one and fit
new. Previous actuator mush be at least 10 years old, so should expect this new one to perform
just as well. Very good price compared to other suppliers. Screwfix is always my first place to
look for this type of item. Date published: Rated 4 out of 5 by HamletMoment from One good
turn This replaced the same item which had given 10 years service before it gave up the ghost,
so the Reliability score is based on that use - hopefully this one will do the same. Easy to fit by

following the existing 6 wire installation and the heating was up and running again very quickly.
My Drayton HLO valve will only operate the hot water now and not the heating. Will the ZA6
motorized valve actuator replace my old one or do I have fit a new complete unit. Hello and
thank you for your enquiry. Answered by: Martin, Technical Support. What is the difference
between the za5 and the za6. Are they actuators interchangeable? I currently have a za5 on the
two-port to hot water tank and a za6 on the two-port to radiators. Yes they are interchangeable
providing the extra white wire on the ZA6 is not needed The white wire on the ZA6 is usually
used in commercial premises to sound a bell , or light Answered by: Martin, Technical Support.
Is this the equivalent? Is this unit the same as model no. The part number for the ZA6 Actuator
is If your 3 way valve is a Diverter valve then Yes it will work, if your valve is a Mid Position
valve it will do hot water on its own, heating on its own or both together then No you would
need the MA1. I note this is a 5W actuator whereas the one fitted is 6W. Is this an indication of
how strong the actuator is? There are only 5 of the 6 wires connected when i check the
terminals. Thank you! If you only have five wires in the old actuator then place the white wire of
the new into a spare terminal block and make safe. Style by Arty - Update phpBB 3. Privacy
Terms. Quick links. Logout Register. Questions about central heating and boiler questions in
here please. During the recent freezing spell -- when else! I've acquired a new controller -- a
Sunvic SunPro for the clearer backlite display -- and am ready to put things back to how they
should be. I made a drawing of how the way was wired, but seeking reassurance that I
documented it correctly, I tried to match it up to one of the W-plan diagrams kicking around. I
failed. So, I'm working through the logic from scratch, but there are a couple of things I do not
understand. That doesn't make sense to me. The hot water is up to temperature from ambient in
about 20 minutes. Valve unpowered The CH is often on for 6 or 7 hours pretty much
continuously subject to the room stat , and the valve must be powered for this whole time. Does
the valve motor continue to draw power the whole time it is open B position? Or is the
microswitch meant to cut the power off when the valve reaches the B position? How could it, as
the spring would take over and return it to the A position as soon as the power is removed.
Does the motor draw much power to hold the valve open? Is it something I'll just have to live
with? Re: 3-way diverter valve. Just make sure you follow the wiring diagram, and all will be
well. It is held in the mid position by being fed DC current from a little diode. This is controlled
by one of the two microswitches. I suggest the op posts a clear pic showing the wires in the
wiring center and programmer. It mentions 3 1 A on the cover and specs, which is harldy
negligable. The house was freezing and it was dark, and I just needed to get something going.
And given some of the other horrors I've found in this place since we bought it, I've no real
confidence that the guy s that wired the place had any particular penchant for standards either.
I've re-wired everything except the 3-way valve; and it all works. The only bit I am having a
problem with is understanding how to energise the valve when CH is calling and not when HW
is calling. Interpreting the sunvic W-plan diagram I have the only one I found that uses only
7-ways -- the guy that installed it only fitted a 7-way block , it seems to be that the NC circuit of
the tank stat is used to energise the 3-way when there is no call for HW. Does that make sense?
Just follow the Honeywell plan, you'll need an wire in the cylinderstat NO. As I keep saying
show me the information. Toggle navigation. Home Forum Shop Register Login. Anyone have a
copy of them? Apparently Place doesnt put this stuff online. Are they using a Bennett type
pump? I'm not saying there should be a capital punishment for stupidity, but why don't we just
take the safety labels off of everything and let the problem solve itself? Quote from: crewchief22
on May 03, , PM. I've been looking through the Bennett sight and still can't find a diagram. I
think I found something. Give me a few minutes to see if I can get it posted over here. What do
you need the diagram for? It's only four wires You need a double pole double throw switch, the
motor need to reverse and the solenoids need to be tied to the appropriate direction.. I will have
it for you in a jiffy Boat 1: Carrera Theres not relays but there is dioades sp? If your just running
the up and down or neutral return switch that comes with Bennett pump then it wires directly to
the switch. If you run the switch that goes on the steer
2004 mazda mpv repair manual
2003 impala radiator removal
used nissan 300 zx
ing wheel then you have to run dioades. If you give me a call i can fax it to you or explain it over
the phone. My girlfriend and my boat are the same,they both suck and spit. He got it and it's
werking fine. Just needs to refill it and bleed it, should be GTG. Good Info guys! Little does
Jeremy know I've got a vested interest in this thread because I will be soon running three or
four of these pumps. Relays is the only way to do it right, and safely, considering, fuel pumps,
etc, etc Gonna have a bank of relays that resemble a missile launch facility I imagine Ray Ralph,

thanks for the steering wheel wiring part of it. I was thinking about that route! Works perfect and
no leaks! Just a thought. BTW - just a note here Boat 1: Liberty Boat 2: Eliminator Sprint. The
very last two words are "to ignition". I'm sure they'd be greatfull to hear they've been doing it
wrong for the last thirty years also. So, a couple o extra relays and fourty feet of 10ga and
they're GTG? Damn, whoda thunkit?

